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SEO & PPC Reseller Program for Agencies
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Insulate your agency from micromanagement & missed deadlines and keep clients happy!

Resell SEO & PPC packages at 75% margins.

Use our turnkey reporting platform to keep clients happy while we do the heavy lifting.
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Expertise You Can Trust
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What Type of SEO & PPC Do You Need?


We staked our results in the SEO industry with unparalleled campaigns for our agency and reseller partners and now also offer PPC and Paid Social options so that we can continue generating amazing results for all of our campaigns.
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M+
Website Visits Driven
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White label SEO

Our white label SEO packages are designed from the ground up to generate results for all of your client campaigns. We’re ready to help your clients!

Learn More
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White label PPC

Our white label PPC reseller services will help your clients achieve positive ROI by leveraging our weekly optimizations and industry expertise.

Learn More
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White Label Facebook ads

Facebook Ads and Instagram Ads have risen in popularity and as a result we built a custom program for our resellers that will get results.

Learn More
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White label Tiktok ads

Do you have clients asking you to run TikTok Ad campaigns? We have you covered with our white label TikTok Ads services that gets results!

Learn More
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White label content

Content is king in this modern age of SEO and our white label content creation services will make sure your clients have the edge in the market.

Learn More
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White label link building

Our link acquisition team leverages our relationships with publishers to earn high DR backlinks while creating content customers love.

Learn More







Benefits Our Customers Love



99.7% On time fulfillment

Offer more value with fewer broken promises. Monthly service cycles mean projects start and end exactly when agreed on.
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No Contracts

We don’t lock you into lengthy contracts that put you in a bad spot if a client were to cancel. We provide value and earn your trust with results!
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Slack Communication

Our Slack integration allows you and your team to interface with our team directly cutting out the middle man and any confusion with direct and prompt responses from our team.
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Let Us Handle Your SEO & PPC Fulfillment

Looking to learn more about our white label services that can help your agency grow and scale faster? Just click below to view our pricing and packages and get in touch with us to start handling your fulfillment to free you up!
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White Label Solutions for Agencies & Freelances
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White Label Local SEO
SEOReseller’s white label SEO programs and offerings are designed for optimal results for your clients. Our extensive years of experience in SEO and specifically white label will be sure to elevate the client results you see in your agency so you can be free to focus on growing and scaling.


White Label TikTok Ads
Clients asking for white label TikTok Ads campaigns but unsure what to do next? Our experienced team has a lot of experience and expertise with TikTok Ads and can help get your campaigns better results on one of the fastest growing social platforms.


White Label Facebook Ads
Our white label Facebook Ads services are second to none in the industry. Our team of white label Facebook Ads experts will make sure your client campaigns are being optimized weekly and within the industry best practices. 


White Label PPC
Our white label PPC services offer some of the highest quality leads you can get in the paid ads spectrum. Because Google Ads is keyword based our team of experts can help craft the best strategy to achieve a positive ROI for your clients using paid search on Google.















What Our Customers Say About Us
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“We are so impressed with SEOReseller! Your team really captured the essence of our company and what we do best! The way you executed our campaign exceeded all expectations, especially for an SEO agency – thank goodness there’s finally some good ones out there :)”
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“With the help of SEOReseller, our team is able to provide better service and higher quality products for clients. They have allowed us to grow our business as it takes care of all aspects of SEO services!”
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“I hope this email finds its way into your inbox because I wanted to personally thank each member who has helped with our SEO! We’re seeing the results since SEOReseller has been involved and we’re finally making some great progress with our online presence! Thanks to everyone who’s helped us get this way!”
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See Results











More Reasons To Partner With Us
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White Labeled Client Reporting

We provide white label reporting that has your branding on it so you can report to clients on results and deliverables. 
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Team Of Experts

Everyone at SEOReseller is an expert at what they do. We do not employ any generalists and make sure everyone is truly the best at their area of expertise whether it be SEO, PPC, Facebook Ads, or TikTok Ads.
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Slack Communication

Gone are the days of ticketing systems and 24 hour delays to get a response. You have direct access to our team of experts during business hours for all of your questions or needs.
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In-house Feel without the Headaches

Because we integrate very deeply you get the feel of in-house without the headaches like hiring, firing, training, sick days, project management, vacation days, and needing to continually train them. 
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No contracts

We earn your business by providing value and results. We dont lock you into lengthy contracts that you cant get out of because we understand you need the ability to pivot and sometimes clients cancel without notice.
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No Hidden Fees

You’ll never have any hidden fees with us at SEOReseller. All of our packages and services are very transparent and we never charge setup fees or hidden fees. We want to be partnered with you, not against you!
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No Set-up Fees

Many white label providers charge setup fees but we do not believe in that because its difficult to pass that cost on to your client with a hefty one-time setup fee. We eat the setup in month 1 to give you our best moving forward for optimal results.





Get Started

Are you ready to get started? Simply click below to view our pricing and packages so you can understand how SEOReseller fits into your agency or business. We have tiered pricing as you scale and grow so that your margins improve over time, not get worse!
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How We Help
 Agencies Scale & Grow
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How we grew a partner agency with $1.2M/yr worth of New Recurring SEO Revenue

With the right business model and our experts working as their backend support, the agency was able to transition from being a business consultancy to a full-service digital provider, achieving record-breaking revenue and profitability. Find out how we provided them with the arsenal to grow their business.
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Expand Your SEO, PPC, & Agency Services
Many agencies offer a single service because they do not have the resources or bandwidth internally to offer more services. In the digital world of today we need to be offering clients multiple options to generate leads and grow their business. Due to this we wanted to make sure we offer a full suite of services including white label SEO, PPC, Facebook Ads, TikTok Ads, link building, and more.
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One-Stop-Shop For SEO Agency Growth

We are the most comprehensive SEO agency. Our whitelabel reseller program is an extension of this philosophy, providing you with access to all we offer without any overhead or risk on your end! We give agencies a more comprehensive suite of options, allowing them to achieve their goals. They can also take advantage of our experience and expertise in this field- which means better results for their clients!
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Frequently Asked Questions



What if I have my own packages?
Great! We work with Service Delivery Units that allow a more coordinated transition with agencies that mean to switch providers or move to outsource their large number of campaigns. With a more thorough intake process and assessment, we can plot your agency’s migration with more care. We are able to match your existing work levels and we’ll do our best to maintain your profit margins, as we always look for a win-win situation.


How do I pay?
Payment is due each month before the service is provided. We do not lock our resellers into contracts because we believe in our product. You are free to stop using our service at any time. Reputation Management and Agency Advantage are subscription-based services so they are billed automatically from a credit card.


What are your prices?
Our product suite features different packages. Private label SEO packages start at $499 and move up according to your needs. We also have smaller one-time services that cost less and allow for more flexibility. Remember that our prices are wholesale. This means that you can mark them up significantly – we recommend 200-300%. You can see more details about our services here.


Do you have websites that my agency can use as our portfolio?
We have design templates for portfolio use or when a client needs to choose designs for their new build. This is primarily meant to help your agency sell web design services. Once you sign up for your free dashboard, you instantly have a non-branded URL that you can share with your interested clients.


What does an online SEO company do?
An SEO company scales a business and gives it a greater online presence whilst also reducing obstacles that might arise between you and clients – like slow loading speed and poor readability. SEO companies achieve this by optimizing a website to the standards of popular search engines like Google and Yahoo.

This leads to a reduced bounce rate, an increased number of visitors, and boosted website usability. This way, clients are more likely to seek your products and services.


What are on-page vs. off-page SEO web services?
On-page SEO web services help optimize your website to attract organic traffic and rank higher on search engines. Keystone elements include keyword optimization, internal linking, and meta titles and descriptions.

Off-page SEO web services aim to achieve the same goal but take a different approach. Instead of working on optimizing your website, they help you attract traffic through other platforms and sites.

Content marketing is one of the best off-page SEO strategies to promote your business and rank high on search engines. You can do this via publishing blogs, posting videos, and sharing social media posts.


How much should I invest in a premium SEO agency to optimize my site?
That depends on whether you want to purchase a monthly plan or only seek services for a single project. Some SEO specialists request payment by the hour, which can quickly add up depending on the amount of work you demand.

Other things that impact the price are your industry, the number of services you require, and your general SEO goals. The hourly rate for high-quality SEO firms ranges between $100 and $200. If you want exceptional service and guaranteed results, expect to spend more than $10,000 monthly.


Do you offer a guarantee?
No, Google warns against ranking guarantees. We do guarantee to meet the agreed-upon service levels and we guarantee to do our best to help you and your clients succeed. We guarantee that we will be transparent and that you get a front-row seat to the progress via your white label dashboard.


Can I talk to somebody before buying anything?
You bet! In fact, we recommend it. Tell us about your agency, your clients, and your leads. We’ll make recommendations and help you prep before your pitch. If there are special requirements or you’re unclear about what your client or lead needs, so please let us know and we’ll help you figure it out!


Do I need to buy something to use the dashboard?
Nope! No need to buy anything. Just sign up for free and you instantly have your dashboard. Start customizing it right away, use the brandable resources, mockup builder, and proposal creator. Plus, the dashboard is where you will find details on our pricing and packages!


Do you offer discounts?
We definitely do, so you can contact your Account Manager or an Onboarding Specialist if you’re just about to get started and ask for the current promos and if you’ve got a good number of campaigns, they can grant you a bulk discount. Additionally, we often have great deals on our new products so feel free to ask about those too. Your growth is our growth as well.


How to know if a professional SEO agency is what it claims to be?
The first step is to look into user testimonials and completed projects. Many SEO agencies showcase some of their work on their website. While there, see if everything is organized, loads fast, and is easy to read and navigate – the crucial factors of a supreme SEO site.

A top-notch SEO agency will charge a fair amount to maximize your online visibility. Look at the costs of their services; if they seem surprisingly low, you may be dealing with a company that employs subpar SEO strategies. If they offer comprehensive solutions at a higher cost, you’re more likely to receive top-notch optimization.


How does a search engine company help reduce bounce rate?
An SEO company reduces its bounce rate in various ways. They actively discover keywords that correspond with search results and optimize the search engine on your site. So, when a typo appears, the client still receives the desired result.

SEO companies also test the readability of your website and work on straightforward navigation while facilitating your site’s compatibility with various operating systems.

Finally, an SEO expert will help you organize your site’s content. They’ll make your blog easy to skim if you have one (e.g., posting more videos and photos to make it easy to read through texts)..


Is hiring a professional SEO firm for a small business worth it?
The perks of hiring a professional SEO firm are abundant. One, it’ll help you reach a wider audience via numerous SEO marketing strategies. Two, you’ll be able to establish and retain a long-term relationship with your customers for higher revenue. Three, the optimization is trackable, meaning the firm will make changes in response to major search engine updates.

There are no disadvantages to paying for SEO services, as long as you seek out reputable companies. In the long run, you’ll thank yourself for having invested in SEO on time, as you’ll slowly see your traffic, and thus your business, grow.
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Google’s Mobile-First Indexing is Complete: What Every Website Owner Should Know




 David Kauzlaric 

 No Comments 



With digital evolution accelerating at an unprecedented rate, Google has once again shifted the sands… 
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A Beginner’s Guide to SEOReseller Pro Features




 David Kauzlaric 

 No Comments 



The digital landscape has significantly expanded, with a surge in online activities and businesses vying… 



Read Blog
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The Ultimate Guide to Building a Premium Agency Website




 David Kauzlaric 

 No Comments 



In today’s digital world, having a premium agency website is crucial for marketing agencies. It… 



Read Blog











Still Have Questions?
Lets get them answered on how our white label solutions can elevate your business through the roof!
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Whether you’re a small business in need of competing with industries in the same niche, or a growing agency offering a myriad of digital service solutions to multiple clients, we are the expert team with proven SEO solutions to deliver results! We invest heavily in research and development to keep up with the latest cutting edge technologies. Our agency partners can help your business from small brick-and -mortar stores all the way down through multinational corporations such as Fortune 500 companies who need an efficient solution that will work best on their goals and needs.
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